Treble Clef Quiz

Part I: The Basics
Each question is worth 5 points.

1. The set of 5 lines is called the ______________________.

2. Another name for the treble clef is the ___________ clef.

3. The names of the lines, bottom to top, are: ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ .

4. The names of the spaces, bottom to top, are: ___ ___ ___ ___ .

5. What letter name comes after G in the musical alphabet? _____

Part II: Musical Words
Write the letter names under the notes. Each set of notes spells a word! Each note is worth two points.
Part III: Writing Notes

Write the correct note above the letter. Use whole notes. Make sure that the note is CLEARLY in a space or on a line. Each note is worth 2 points.

A   G   D   C   F   E   B

Extra Credit
Worth 5 points.
Using what you know about the musical alphabet, lines, and spaces, figure out what letter name this note will be: